YOU MAY NOT COPY OR SCAN:

- Any published work where the publication containing the work does not contain other works
- Proprietary workbooks, work cards, assignment sheets, tests and examination papers
- Instruction manuals
- Newsletters with restricted circulation intended to be restricted to a fee-paying clientele
- Business cases which are made available for purchase

Note: copying or communicating multiple short excerpts from the same copyright-protected work, with the intention of copying or communicating substantially the entire work, is prohibited.

UNSURE?

- Request permission from the creator/rights holder
- Provide a citation (rather than a link or copy)
- Provide a link
- Put original items (books, print journals) on Library Reserve
- Make copies from public domain, open access or Creative Commons licensed materials
- Contact us at: copyright@kpu.ca

For more information check out the Copyright Guide on the library website:
http://libguides.kwantlen.ca/copyright
As of November 2012 the Copyright Act was revised.

Important changes for educators include:

- Works on the internet can be reproduced, sent over the internet & performed in public before students, provided it is for an educational purpose; must have been legitimately posted and does not contain an expressly worded prohibition
- Legal copy of a video/DVD can be shown on the premises of an educational institution, for educational purposes, before an audience comprised primarily of students (no need for public performance rights)
- Off air recordings of news or commentary can be shown to students, for educational purposes, on the premises of the educational institution
- Technological Protection Measures or digital locks are expressly protected in the Act & it is illegal to circumvent for any purpose

For other important changes please consult the Library’s copyright guide.